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ABSTRACT
Compliance departments in the international finance indus-
try are struggling to use traditional methods to keep up with
the demands of new and more stringent regulatory and pol-
icy requirements. One initiative supported by many institu-
tions is definition of a common Financial Industry Business
Ontology (FIBO). We regard a common ontology as an im-
portant step, but in order to support real-world uses cases,
the ontology needs to be augmented, and further supple-
mented by rules that encode the meaning of regulations and
policies. We use Sunflower, which is built on top of the
Flora-2 knowledge representation languages and reasoner,
to add automation to the compliance lifecycle. Sunflower is
domain-agnostic, and financial regulatory compliance is one
of its many application areas.

CCS Concepts
•Information systems → Expert systems; •Applied
computing → Business rules; Enterprise ontologies,
taxonomies and vocabularies; •Computing method-
ologies→ Logic programming and answer set programming;

Keywords
Ontologies, Rules, Sunflower, Integrated Development Envi-
ronment, Regulatory Compliance, Reasoning, Explanation

1. INTRODUCTION
Compliance departments in the financial industry are hard-

pressed to keep up with both government regulations and
internal controls that are intended to improve the trans-
parency and safety of enterprise business practices. Al-
though supported by corporate IT systems and vendor ser-
vices, traditionally these departments have depended heav-
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ily on manual and cognitively intensive operations (e.g., us-
ing spreadsheets) to answer, for themselves and for auditors,
this question: “Do we know that we are following the rules?”
Given the financial crisis of 2007-08 and the size of fines
levied since then, failure to provide an affirmative answer
can yield severe consequences.

One of the challenges faced by regulators and regulatees
alike is creating a common and well-understood vocabu-
lary of finance concepts. To this end, the Enterprise Data
Management (EDM) Council and the Object Management
Group (OMG) is developing an industry-wide Financial In-
dustry Business Ontology (FIBO), which is expressed using
Web Ontology Language (OWL) [3].

The approach to regulatory compliance described in this
paper uses ontologies and semantic rules to support rea-
soning over financial transaction data. We participated in
a working group to show that an approach based on rules
and ontology could leverage FIBO for developing automated
analysis and control systems that are more comprehensible
to financial industry professionals, and more flexible and
adaptable for developers, than traditional procedural soft-
ware applications [9, 7]. SRI International and Quarule have
continued to build on this foundation [14, 19].

2. THE CORE WORK OF COMPLIANCE
Companies in regulated industries have a duty to develop

a program of compliance. Examples in the financial indus-
try include the US Securities and Exchange Commission fi-
nal rule on Compliance Programs of Investment Companies
and Investment Advisers [16] or the Federal Reserve Board
policy letters on Compliance Risk Management Programs
and Oversight at Large Banking Organizations with Com-
plex Compliance Profiles [6]. Figure 1 shows main activities
in a compliance program.

Through the program of compliance, a company assures
both itself and its regulators that the company is:

• Following all regulations that apply;

• Identifying regulatory violations if they occur;

• Promptly correcting violations and their root causes;
and

• Validating the sufficiency and effectiveness of policies,
procedures, and controls.
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Figure 1: Core compliance activities

The first step towards achieving a valid compliance pro-
gram is to identify all regulatory requirements applicable to
the business. This is a function of business footprint, includ-
ing its activities, products, markets, and jurisdictions.

The regulations are applied to business activities, prod-
ucts, people, legal entities, and business units through poli-
cies and procedures. Policies and procedures reflect regula-
tory requirements, how they apply to the business, and how
the business fulfills the requirements. They filter and sum-
marize the regulation as it applies to the business and the
work of people in different aspects of the business. Com-
panies are held accountable by regulators to have adequate
policies and procedures, and evidence that they comply with
them.

For every key requirement of policies and procedures, con-
trols are developed and executed to identify non-compliance.
Controls may take the form of monitoring, surveillance, or
testing, but also include training, ad hoc investigations, and
early warning systems. The choice of control type will de-
pend on best regulatory practices, specific guidance from
regulations or policies, and available resources.

Controls identify likely compliance violations as alerts.
When alerts are discovered, critical tasks include manag-
ing their resolution, monitoring the time needed to resolve
an alert, and increasing the rate of successful resolutions to
problems.

High performing compliance programs focus on identify-
ing and fixing as many problems as possible before any reg-
ulators or customers encounter them. Resolving the root
cause of compliance alerts may be simple or very complex
and costly. Alerts may identify one-time lapses in compli-
ance that can be resolved easily with a correcting transac-
tion, or they may identify systemic non-compliance. Fixing
problems takes resources. Prompt identification and resolu-
tion of compliance problems save the enormous expense of
enforcement actions and litigation. Finding a problem but
failing to fix it increases potential fines and erodes the com-

pliance culture within an organization. The rate of resolu-
tion of problems is a key performance metric of a compliance
program.

Finally, regulations or policies typically require that a
compliance program be validated and then certified by senior
management for regulators. The process of validation and
certification depends on a complete end-to-end review of the
entire compliance program to periodically confirm that the
program covers all regulatory requirements, that the pro-
gram is adequate, and that the controls within the program
are effective.

3. SUITABILITY AND BENEFITS OF SE-
MANTIC TECHNOLOGIES

Complex concepts and relationships in the finance indus-
try are mirrored by complex regulations in the financial com-
pliance domain. For example, the status of one bank as an
affiliate of another bank is a highly complex relationship de-
fined through many other concepts such as subsidiary and
majority ownership of stocks. Regulations define compli-
cated rule sets and constraints that cover detailed cases, and
also the exemptions when these regulations do not apply.
The difficulty of assessing compliance is compounded by the
huge amount of data that needs to be checked. Depending
on the type of transactions, banks may have tens of thou-
sands to millions of transactions per day. Semantic tech-
nology approaches provide automated reasoning and infer-
encing tools that can infer new facts from existing facts and
data. This inferential capability proves particularly powerful
when the amount of data or the relationships and constraints
among data are so complex that it is impossible for humans
to understand and reliably reason about them. Therefore,
semantic technology is a very good fit for applications in the
financial compliance domain.

In the financial domain, while there are many sources of
structured data (e.g., spreadsheets, SQL databases, and so
on) that need to be integrated in an analysis tool, unstruc-
tured data is also relevant for some regulations (e.g., phone
call recordings, email, and so on). Because solutions must
adapt to changes in needs and regulations, the data models
used in analysis and compliance reasoning must be extensi-
ble. More generally speaking, applications that evolve over
time need solutions for flexible and transparent data man-
agement. This requirement applies to applications where it
is impossible to identify and define all kinds of data ahead of
time, such as virtually any knowledge management system,
systems supporting research, or applications that use a large
amount of unstructured and unpredictable data. Financial
compliance applications fall under this category.

Semantic technologies are a great fit for evolving applica-
tions because they provide an abstraction mechanism that
shelters the applications from changes in underlying storage
formats (e.g., changes in relational databases or adding new
types of data storages). Solutions based on semantic tech-
nology make these applications more robust against changes
in the sense that such changes do not require reengineer-
ing the system from scratch, but rather extension of the
underlying ontologies and rules. Analysis queries will, if
properly designed, be forward compatible with the extended
semantic model. Ontologies also provide the abstraction
layer required to make the overall solution storage agnostic
and, thus, provide the basis for achieving better scalability



when there is a need to adapt to changes in storage formats.
Rather than replacing legacy data storage formats, semantic
technology approaches work in unison with them.

Since semantic technology approaches can operate with
various datatypes and formats and their associated tools,
they facilitate interoperability and overcome information si-
los. The abstraction layer of semantic model representations
can be understood as a kind of canonical form at an abstrac-
tion level that is higher than that of the specific data storage
format. Converters can move canonical information to other
external forms for use by existing external tools. Similarly,
information can be readily converted from external into in-
ternal canonical forms. Semantic technology approaches aim
to keep the internal canonical form as generic as possible,
so that tools for manipulation and reasoning about the in-
formation are reusable and more robust to changes in the
underlying specifics of the data.

The expressiveness of semantic technology implies that
there is inference and reasoning built into the language.
Many semantic tools provide appropriate reasoning engines.
For example, rather than explicitly stating relationships be-
tween different data elements, one could apply the concepts
of inheritance and transitivity of inheritance to a small set
of inheritance relationships defined on classes to infer rela-
tionships among an arbitrarily large number of data items.
Using the built-in semantic reasoning over concepts such as
inheritance and cardinality constraints among others means
that rich capabilities for analyzing are readily available for
applications that are built using a semantic technology ap-
proach. As a result, analysis, reporting or querying across
multiple data sources can be implemented faster and more
efficiently with solutions that are based on semantic tech-
nology than reimplementing basic reasoning and inferencing
capabilities redundantly in procedural languages for each
application.

Semantic technology provides more declarative represen-
tation and reasoning and a higher abstraction level than
conventional procedural programming languages. In seman-
tic technology, reasoning is done over declarative knowledge
(the “what”) such as ontologies with classes and properties,
rules (including mathematical ones) and a knowledge base
of instances of these classes. Conventional programming
with procedural or object-oriented programming languages
is done at the lower abstraction level of imperative solutions
(the “how”).

In summary, semantic technologies provide a conceptual
and logical foundation to the modeling and interrelation of
information. As such, semantic technologies provide an in-
frastructural means on which to build applications. The
challenges of financial compliance applications are particu-
larly well-suited to semantic technology approaches. The
benefits of such approaches will result in applications that
can be more easily adapted and extended as more regula-
tions are covered or new data sources are integrated into
the reasoning and decision processes.

4. SUNFLOWER OVERVIEW
Ontologies provide a conceptual framework for modeling

the financial domain, but when it comes to modeling com-
plex policies and regulations, system dynamics, and behav-
iors, we need more expressiveness in the form of rules. Ex-
isting languages like OWL, SWRL, and RIF, and associ-
ated editing and reasoning systems, do not support many

of the features required for modeling the financial domain.
For example, SWRL does not not support n-ary predicates,
aggregation or higher order expressions, structured output
(such as CSV or XML), database interfaces, or tracing or
debugging of reasoning with rules.

The Sunflower [19] suite is intended to fill this gap. Fig-
ure 4 shows the main components of the tool suite. Sun-
flower is a set of libraries and tools based on the Flora-2
language1, which in turn is implemented as a layer on top
of XSB2.

XSB	  

Flora-‐2	  

Sunflower	  Founda2on	  

Sunflower	  Studio	  Sunflower	  Server	  

Sunflower	  Web	  
Applica2ons	  

Sunflower	  Java	  
Applica2ons	  

Figure 2: The main components of the Sunflower
stack. Components developed at SRI are shaded.

Flora-2 is a knowledge representation language and associ-
ated reasoning engine developed and maintained primarily
by Michael Kifer at Coherent Knowledge Systems. While
Flora-2 has its origins in the logic programming research
community, OWL has its root in description logics. Flora-2
is highly expressive. It supports, among other things, n-
ary formulas, negation-as-failure, aggregation, higher-order
predicates, functions, frame syntax for classes and instances,
infix mathematical expressions, prioritized or default rules,
and knowledge base update operators. Flora-2 integrates
ontologies and rules in a powerful way.

On top of Flora-2, Sunflower Foundation is a library, im-
plemented mostly in Java and partially in C/C++ and Flora
itself, which provides many features that are essential to
building applications based on Flora rules and ontologies.
These features include a Flora parser that generates a de-
tailed syntactic representation of Flora content in Java, syn-
tactic manipulation of that representation, a higher-level on-
tology model, importers and exporters for other languages
(RDF, OWL, SWRL, CSV, SQL, etc), an interface to the
Flora reasoner, a live RDF triple store connector, an ex-
planation module that produces structured explanations of
reasoning results to the user, and a natural language module
that produces English paraphrases of reasoning results and
explanations.

Sunflower Studio is an Eclipse-based IDE for working with
Flora-2 content. It uses Sunflower Foundation, and exposes
most of its functionality through various user interfaces. It
provides a tightly integrated and synchronized suite of tools
for ontology and rule understanding, editing, and validation.
The tools include editors for ontologies, properties and in-
stances and rules; search capabilities; graph views showing
rule dependencies, class hierarchies, knowledge base rela-
tions, and import hierarchies; query user interfaces that al-
low editing and executing queries; query results interfaces;
and a test framework.

1http://flora.sourceforge.net/
2http://xsb.sourceforge.net/

http://flora.sourceforge.net/
http://xsb.sourceforge.net/


Sunflower Server is a Web server that exposes much of
the Sunflower Foundation functionalities over HTTP using
REST APIs. The API is documented using Swagger3, which
allows the automatic generation of client libraries for many
different programming languages4. We have used this to
generate both Java and JavaScript clients for different appli-
cations. The JavaScript client is used in a proof-of-concept
Web front-end for Sunflower that allows editing and query-
ing of Flora ontologies.

We have used Sunflower as a basis for automated reason-
ing applications for systems-of-systems interoperability for
military training and testing, military acquisition systems,
and design tradeoff analysis for space system architectures.
This paper describes how we use it to represent and reason
about financial regulatory compliance.

Sunflower capabilities that are particularly salient and at-
tractive for the finance domain include: (a) the ability to
provide explanations in English language of analysis results
and (b) the ability to import data from various structured
data sources.

The explanation functionality is especially important since
compliance analysis often results in false positives. Current
black-box compliance software does not allow compliance of-
ficers to drill down into the reasons why a transaction is eval-
uated as compliant or non-compliant. One of the main re-
quirements for financial compliance applications is not only
automatic determination of a transaction’s compliance, but
also to reveal the reasons why a transaction showed up in the
alert list of possible non-compliant transactions, or similarly
to check why certain transactions are not showing up as non-
compliant. Flora-2’s meta-programming features facilitated
the implementation of a tracing capability and an English
paraphrasing functionality within Sunflower that allow users
to drill into the details of analysis results. The functionality
even paraphrases the proof logic of the analysis in English so
that it is easier to understand for those who are not experts
in semantics.

The ability to ingest data from various other structured
data sources, including MySQL databases, CSV files, spread-
sheets, and RDF triple stores is also important for financial
applications because much of the data is currently stored
in spreadsheets or relational databases. Sunflower also pro-
vides means to export query results or knowledge base (KB)
content to formats such as tables, spreadsheets or OWL on-
tologies.

The breadth of tools and functionalities in Sunflower com-
bined with the flexibility of deploying Sunflower as stan-
dalone tool or via its Web API as part of enterprise applica-
tions makes it unique among existing semantic technology
tools.

5. AUTOMATING THE COMPLIANCE LIFE
CYCLE

Figure 3 depicts our approach to automating compliance.
At the center is the Sunflower-based analysis engine that
will reason about whether transactions and related activities
performed by a bank are compliant with regulations and
policies. Two main inputs are necessary for the analysis
engine:

3http://swagger.io
4e.g., using https://github.com/swagger-api/
swagger-codegen
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Figure 3: An Approach to Automating Compliance

1. machine-readable encodings of the regulations and poli-
cies, and

2. machine-readable transaction data that is represented
in a vocabulary that is shared with item 1.

Semantic Technology Experts (STEs) must work together
with Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) to capture the regu-
lations and policies as the machine-readable rules in item 1.
The rules are expressed over a domain-specific vocabulary
that is represented as a set of ontologies. For the domain of
regulatory compliance, we started with the FIBO ontology
and extended it with concepts needed to express use cases
such as Regulation W [21]. Extensions included concepts
to represent detailed transaction properties (e.g., date and
amount of transaction), classes to capture organization and
their properties, and assets and their properties.

The task of capturing regulations as rules is currently per-
formed manually, but we envision that template-based rule
editors will support this task in the future. A rule editor
for financial compliance would also make use of a financial
ontology as a means to auto-populate menus so that users
can choose among the defined concepts when filling out rule
templates. Section 6 provides examples of rules and onto-
logical concepts for the Regulation W use case.

Existing data sources and their specific format must be
connected to the vocabulary defined in the ontologies to
provide the second input in the list above. For example,
assume that transaction data is stored in one big relational
database table named “Transaction”, and assume that this
table has columns for “transaction id, date, and amount” as
well as columns for “asset name, asset properties ....” and so
on. In the ontology, the database model is mirrored by the
definition of classes for Transaction and Asset.

If the analysis engine needs to reason about existing data,
we need to ingest or translate that data in a format that
is compliant with the concepts in the ontology. Using the
example above, part of the existing database table “Trans-
action” will be translated into instances of the Transaction

class, and other parts will be translated into instances of
the Asset class. This mapping from a data source format
to the ontology needs to be performed only once. Once the
mapping is known, it is easy to write software to ingest the
instance data into the KB.

It is important to note that Sunflower does not require
the data to be ingested into the KB. Instead, it can provide

https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-codegen
https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-codegen


connectors to existing data stores such as SQL databases or
RDF triple stores. Sunflower then queries the stores to ac-
cess the data it needs for reasoning. This is important for ap-
plication domains like financial regulatory compliance that
involve a huge amount of data. The hundreds of thousands
to millions of transactions performed by banks each day are
a volume of data that cannot be feasibly ingested into a se-
mantic technology reasoner. For example, we have worked
with a bank to apply our Regulation W analysis technology
to a large volume of data stored in a relational database.
Using the connectors to MySQL, we performed automated
analysis on several days’ real data that amounted to about
1.5M transactions.

The Sunflower-based analysis engine takes the regulations
and policies expressed as rules, and either ingests data or
connects to existing data stores and provides various analy-
sis queries for the end user. A typical query for a given regu-
lation would ask: “What transactions are compliant with the
regulation?” Such a query can be specialized to look only at
transactions in a certain time frame, or at specific (sets of)
transactions, at a certain (set of) regulations, and so on.

The output of our reasoner, a list of transactions that are
and are not compliant together with explanations for every
compliance decision, can be used as a basis for further alert
systems or reports.

6. REGULATION-W EXAMPLE
The US Federal Reserve Act Regulation W (RegW) estab-

lished requirements for transactions between banks and their
affiliates. This section illustrates how Sunflower can auto-
mate efforts to analyze whether particular financial transac-
tions are compliant with RegW. Figure 4 summarizes RegW
and the questions that need to be answered. For example, is
the transaction reportable (i.e., “covered”)? Is it permitted
(i.e., up to 10% of capital stock and surplus worth with one
affiliate, and 20% combined with all affiliates)? Answering
these questions requires some other computations, such as
the identification of affiliates, and whether or not the asset
to be traded is “’investment grade.”

Figure 4: Main Regulation-W concepts

Under the auspices of a FIBO working group, we worked
together with financial industry subject matter experts to
capture the regulations initially as a semi-formal specifica-
tion of concepts, relationships, and use cases. Table 1 shows
two of the seventeen “scenarios,” which define reasons why a
transaction might be reportable under RegW or is exempt
from reporting.

We then formalized the specification of scenarios as a sys-
tem of Flora-2 rules. Figure 5 shows dependencies of the se-
lected reportableAndWhy rule predicate on other predicates.
For example, the issuedByAffiliate predicate determines
whether an asset was issued by an affiliate, a fact which
is relevant for scenarios 1 and 4 in Table 1.

Figure 5: ”Reportable and Why” rule dependencies.

The reportableAndWhy predicate is associated with several
rule bodies that represent different use case scenarios. For
example, the rule below defines a case where a transaction
is not reportable because it satisfies the Ready Market ex-
emption criteria. It is Ready Market because the buyer is an
affiliate, and the issuer is not; the asset is on the secondary
market (i.e., free to trade), and is actively traded; and the
evaluations assigned by rating agencies classify the asset as
corporate debt.

@!{ReportableRule_Scenario1_ReadyMarket}
regW#reportableAndWhy
(?Transaction, ’N’, ’Ready Market’, regW#Scenario1) :-
?Transaction [
regW#firm -> ?Firm,
regW#asset -> ?Asset,
regW#capacity -> regW#Principal,
regW#counterParty -> ?Counterparty ],
?Firm [ regW#affiliate -> ?Counterparty ],
\+(regW#issuedByAffiliate(?Asset,?Firm)),
?Asset [
regW#freeToTrade -> ’Y’,
regW#activelyTraded -> ’Y’,
regW#assetClass -> regW#CORPDBT ].

For the initial demonstration of reasoning over RegW rules,
we imported data on transactions, assets, and firms from
spreadsheets. To scale up to analyzing millions of transac-
tions, a subsequent demonstration applied the rules to data
stored in a MySQL database. The spreadsheet import and
SQL connector operations associated the data with FIBO
classes and properties, or extensions to FIBO that we de-
fined to capture concepts at the level of granularity required
to support reasoning about RegW compliance. Note that the
example in this paper uses fictionary data rather than real
data from our banking partner.

To find out which transactions are reportable, and why,
we can directly query the reportableAndWhy predicate. This
produces query results as in Figure 6 (as shown in the Sun-
flower query results UI). For example, Regulation W permits
transaction B5634_0117_02 and does not require it to be re-
ported because it is Ready Market.

The Sunflower tracing capability allows compliance offi-
cers and auditors to understand the reasons why a particu-
lar result was returned. The explanation for any query result
is produced by clicking the ’?’ next to an individual result.
The trace for the second result in Figure 6 is shown in Fig-
ure 7. Traces can be displayed as graph, a tree expressed in
Flora-2 syntax, or a tree expressed in English. The traces are



Scenario # 1 4

Description
Bank purchases 3rd party issued
securities directly from an affiliate
in the secondary market

Bank purchases affiliate issued
securities from an affiliate in the
primary market

Type of covered
transaction

Asset purchase from an affiliate
Purchase of, or an investment in
securities issued by an affiliate

Possible exemptions
Intraday / Ready Market /
Riskless Principal

Intraday

Against capital limit/
collateral required

Capital Capital / Collateral

Table 1: Sample scenarios for reportable/exempt transactions

Figure 6: Results for query “Which transactions are
reportable and why?”

proof trees. Each node in tree contains a Flora-2 expression,
a justification (to the right of the vertical bar), and option-
ally one or more children. The most common justifications
are “fact”, i.e., the Flora-2 expression was directly derived
from a fact (the node will have no children in this case), or
it will mention a specific rule that was used to derive the ex-
pression. In this case, there will be one or more child nodes,
which corresponds to clauses in the body of the rule. These,
in turn, may be derived through other facts or rules, and so
on. Clicking on a rule name in the trace causes the definition
of the rule to be shown. It is also to include hyperlinks to on-
line descriptions of the rules in the justification (e.g., to the
authoritative definition of the regulation itself). The trac-
ing functionality is implemented as a meta-interpreter (i.e.,
in the Flora-2 language itself), along the lines described in
classical Prolog text books [18], and succeeds our previous
work in [4].

The English trace is the most understandable to ordinary
users. It is produced through a combination of default rules
for different syntactic forms, and user annotations, all writ-
ten in the Flora-2 language itself. For example, for a Flora-2
expression,

regW#B5634_0117_02 [ regW#firm -> "ABC Bank"^^\string ]

we get a default English version, “the firm of B5634 0117 02
is ABC Bank”. This is improved by adding a english anno-
tation on the regW#firm property:

regW#firm [ english ->
’the firm engaged in transaction "%1" is "%2"’ ].

The resulting English text is shown on the third line from
the top in Figure 7. The arguments of the property are slot-
ted in at the locations indicated by %1 and %2. Other types of
user annotations are possible, and they are combined with
each other, and with the default rules, in a recursive way,
which allows us to produce reasonable English traces for a
relatively small amount of work.

The example trace shows the complexity of the reasoning
required for determining why Regulation W does not require

transaction B5634_0117_2 to be reported. The second line of
the trace shows that the result is obtained by applying
ReportableRule_Scenario1_ReadyMarket. The two parties in
the transaction (i.e., the firm is ABC Bank and counterparty
is Affiliate 1 of ABC Bank), the traded asset, and proper-
ties of the asset (such as free to trade and actively traded)
are facts found in the KB. Application of the AssetClass-

Rule_IG (i.e., “investment grade”) identifies the asset class of
the traded asset as corporate debt. An analyst who wants
to know why the asset was found to be investment grade
can click the expansion triangle and follow the trace into
details of the rating agency evaluations. The counterparty
is determined to be an affiliate of the firm by applying the
rule for SubsidiaryOfAffiliateIsAffiliate. An analyst who
is curious about the details of subsidiary relationships can
click the expansion triangle and follow the trace. Expanding
the last line shows why the issuer of the asset is identified
as a non-affiliate of the ABC Bank.

The results of a query can be saved and subsequently com-
pared with the new results that are obtained after a fact or
rule is changed. Figure 8 shows what happens after changing
the Moody rating of the CVS_Care asset from Baa1 to BBB+.
A new result is shown in boldface, and the removed result
is grayed out. The transaction goes from not reportable to
reportable.

Figure 8: Comparing results

We developed the example described in this section as a
proof of concept that FIBO, Flora-2 and Sunflower could
help automate essential regulatory compliance activities de-
scribed in Section 2. This preliminary step, which explicitly
captured the regulations in a business context as a set of
scenario cases, was an exacting task that relied on compli-
ance experts to explain their explicit and implicit knowledge
in a way that semantic technology experts could understand
and formulate as rules. Much of the implicit knowledge was
teased out as part of the interaction. Similarly, incumbent
on the semantic technology experts was the responsibility
to make ontologies and rules that were intelligible to finan-
cial and regulatory domain experts. To this end, we bene-
fited from the declaratory character of ontologies and Flora-2
rules, and the Sunflower suite of tools. In particular, tracing
was used as a test tool to validate the rules, and also as a
tutorial tool to explain the rules by example. It also helped
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Figure 7: English explanation for the query “Why is a transaction permitted or reportable?”

that the Flora-2 syntax and expressiveness enabled creation
of a rule base that we believe is more compact (approxi-
mately 750 lines), intelligible, and maintainable than could
be achieved using a procedural programming language, a
combination of OWL and SWRL, a combination of RDF
and SPARQL, RIF, or the like.

We subsequently developed additional regulatory compli-
ance rule sets to detect several types of undesirable trading
practices. One such practice is brokers“churning”an account
by engaging in trading that may be considered excessive rel-
ative to the investment objectives of the account and the risk
tolerance of the client. Another is “wash trading,” in which
the same financial instruments are simultaneously (or near-
simultaneously) bought and sold, for example, to generate
broker fees without benefit to a customer or to inflate the
perception that an instrument is in demand by artificially
boosting trading volume.

7. RELATED WORK
Some of the research context for this paper has already

been mentioned in previous sections. Section 1 cites research
related to FIBO as a foundation for regulatory compliance
applications. Section 4 cites semantic technology languages
and software tools.

See [8] for an influential early paper on combining rules
and ontologies, in particular the intersection of Description
Logic Programs (DLP) and the Description Horn Logic (DHL)
fragment of first-order logic (FOL). Prior to adopting the
Flora-2 language in 2012, we based our ontology and rules
work on a combination of OWL and SWRL, as exemplified
in [17, 15, 5]. SWRL is a W3C member submission specified
in [20]. See [4] for a description of SWRL-IQ, a tool that
extends SWRL expressiveness.

Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR) is
an OMG standard used for natural language formalization
of rules, as in [1] for example. Although we did not ulti-
mately adopt SBVR as one of our core technologies, the
FIBO working group experimented with using it as a lan-
guage for capturing the knowledge of subject matter experts,
a preliminary step to defining rules in Flora-2.

Other approaches to modeling regulatory compliance and
applying ontologies and rules have been suggested. Compli-
ance Representation Language (CoReL) is a domain spe-

cific language described in [11], and a survey of Frameworks
for regulatory compliance management is presented in [10].
Application of the OntoBacen ontology, SBVR, OWL, and
SWRL to financial system risk management is explored in
[13]. An approach to context-adaptive rules for smart build-
ing configuration is described in [12]. A semantic methodol-
ogy for specifying building construction regulatory compli-
ance checking system, including SWRL rules, is described in
[2].

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes an approach that uses semantic tech-

nologies to automate much of the analysis work that finance
companies must perform to be compliant with an increas-
ing volume of regulations, and to demonstrate compliance
to corporate executives and government auditors. Section
2 explains what is required of a high-performing compli-
ance program. Section 3 summarizes the rationale for ap-
plying semantic technology in this domain. Section 4 gives
an overview of the Sunflower semantic tool suite. Section
5 summarizes our approach to using ontology and rules to
determine whether projected or actual trades are compliant
with regulations and accepted business practice. Section 6
describes an extensive proof of concept demonstration. The
success of the demonstration informed the decision of two of
the authors to found Quarule, Inc., and the SRI and Quarule
teams to continue their collaboration.

The current and future research interests of the authors
include advanced tools and presentation methods to improve
the understandability and maintainability of the rules, on-
tologies, and reasoning results. One of SRI’s main challenges
is to enhance Sunflower with general tools such as rule ed-
itors that make it possible for subject matter experts and
end-users to do much of the work on their own, and depend
less on semantic technology experts.

Quarule’s complementary emphasis is to make semantic
reasoning and explanation capabilities accessible to end-users
in their everyday workflows, including integrated alerting
and reporting functions. One of the main design and im-
plementation challenges is to keep the learning curve for
end-users within reasonable bounds.
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